Rare-earth doped nanophosphors provide new opportunities for biological and energy applications such as photodynamic therapy, LEDs, and engine development because of their stable and efficient up and down conversion properties, increased light penetration depth, low toxicity, and reduced background scattering compared to conventional markers. At first, the seminar will give an overview of the progress of synthesis of rare-earth ion doped upconversion nanophosphors by using combustion and in-solution thermolysis methods. Secondly, the particle morphology and its photophysical property are discussed. The dynamic dependence of particle luminescence time on particle size and phonon energy is analyzed. Thirdly, the efficacy of photodynamic therapy for singlet oxygen production and cancer cell killing by using upconversion nanophosphors will be presented. Finally, the application of nanophosphors in advanced engine development and opportunities using low temperature flames and plasma assisted low temperature combustion for the synthesis of functional nanomaterials will be discussed.
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